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From the perspective of cultural translation, this thesis examines three different 
Chinese translations of Walden, which are coming from different periods, and their 
transmission of cultural elements. The aim of the research is to discuss the decisive 
factors that influence the effects of culture translation and the effectiveness of the 
translation strategy. 
According to Eugene Nida, an American linguist and translation theorist, cultural 
elements of translation fall into five categories, namely, ecological culture, material 
culture, social culture, religious culture and linguistic culture, covering nearly all 
potential culture differences one is likely to encounter during translation. Based on 
these categorizations as delineated by Eugene Nida, and in accordance with the 
methods of literal translation, free translation and domesticating translation, this thesis 
makes comparisons and analyses of the specific ways in which the three versions deal 
with literal allusions in Roman and Greek Mythologies, the Bible, ancient Chinese 
culture and idioms, as well as material and ecological cultures.  
This thesis discloses a similar fact in all the three Chinese versions that some 
cultural information has been missed, misunderstood and improperly rendered. If the 
translator wants to transmit the language successfully and translate the culture correctly, 
understanding is the key factor. If the translator misunderstands the source language 
text, even though the translation method or strategy is effective, there will still be the 
mistakes of cultural translation.  
Present research indicates that since Walden has such deep cultural roots, 
supplementing a mix of literal and free translation with annotations remains the most 
popular method used by most translators, though the three example translations also 
have other specific ways of dealing with the cultural messages of the source language. 
Indeed, translators should not restrict themselves to a single translation method or 














domesticating translation need not be mutually exclusive within a text, and can in fact 
be complementary to each other. Oftentimes, it is not appropriate to emphasize one over 
the other. Only by making informed and appropriate use of each method in combination 
with the others can we achieve the most effective transmission of cultural elements 
within the translated text.  
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本文研究依据的英文版本为梭罗 1854 年所著的 Walden，为了引文的方便，本文
所使用的页码一律采用外文出版社 2015 出版的英文本。本文借于进行比较分析
的三个中文译本分别是：徐迟译《瓦尔登湖》（1949 年第一版、1982 年校订版，
1993 年修订再版，外文出版社 2015 年版），简称徐译；许崇信、林本椿译《瓦
尔登湖》（1996 年生活—读书—新知三联出版社，其中前 13 章由许崇信翻译，
其余由林本椿翻译；译林出版社 2013 年 9 月重印），简称许林译；王义国译《瓦
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